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implications for the state of the “alternative knowledge”and 9/11 research communities,
which often hinges on the presumption of a search for evidence and truth  without baseless
accusations and endless vitriol being introduced. It should be noted that credibility of much of
the Science which underpins our current level of technology depends on keeping knowledge
of the Hutchison Effect properly hidden, and it seems the Baker Effect has this overall result.
The anomalous heating of discussion exhibited by the Baker Effect shows plainly that we
have much to learn about what lengths a secret group, with black technology, will go to keep
this knowledge obfuscated or covered up completely.

The spontaneous fracturing of judgement, as occurs with the Baker Effect, is interesting for
two reasons: (1) there is evidence of an "external force" causing the fracturing, and (2) the
method by which the judgement is fractured can be painful to observe  the intellect simply
“comes apart”.

Some temporary changes in the personality structure and logical properties of opinions are
somewhat reminiscent of the "truth bending" of Jim Fetzer, as he has been observed near the
situation when the changes take place. One Baker Effect video shows juggling –like a circus
act, yet people still take this phenomenon seriously. In the case of personality changes, a
character will be “nice”at one end, like honey, and then “nasty”at the other end, like bitter
lemon. Again, this could be evidence of a strong influence on personality by external forces.

The ongoing and seemingly timed interferences involved in producing these Baker effects are
generated from as many as four or five internet radio and web sources, all operating at
relatively low power. However, the zone in which the interference takes place is observed by
many tens or even hundreds of forum posters and listeners.

It is surmised by some researchers that what Baker has done is tap into “Zero Trust Energy”
– but it also seems to derive energy from internally generated spin. This energy gets its
name from the fact that it is seen by oscillations in people’s views of prominent researchers,
where it is assumed all honesty in a researcher ceases. The evaporation of trust is
associated with a failure to keep focused on evidence –which could be a result of the Baker
Effect’s spontaneous emission of negative feelings and an annihilation of careful analysis
coming from what is called "the brain." The density of the energy contained in the Baker
Effect’s “truth vacuum”is estimated by some at 75 forum posts per hour, which is reportedly
sufficient to boil off most peoples common sense and analytical abilities. Casual observers
may wonder if this will result in “perpetual motion”, but with no useful work done.

Given access to such energies – part of the “Zero Trust Field”, it is small wonder that the
Baker Effect produces such bizarre phenomena. At the present time, the phenomena are
easy to reproduce with regularity –as several other figures seem to be doing. The focus for
the future – for those wishing to cover up the truth about the 9/11 and energy connection is,
then, first to increase the frequency of occurrence of “Baker Effects”, then to achieve some
degree of precision in their control.

The work is continuing at this time. Before long, we shall see what progress can be made.

Oct 25th 2008
Copyright (c) 2008 by Dr. Billy G. Gruff

PERCEPTION MANAGEMENT OF 9/11 EVIDENCE

“MEET THE NEW BOSS”
Andrew Johnson  November 2008

It seems that 9/11 was arguably the biggest crime against humanity in modern history. It was
committed in peacetime and those who planned and executed it also worked out a cover
story which was good enough to fool most of the population. However, they also realised that
people think in different ways, ranging from those who accept something at "face value" to
those who are more analytical. Additionally, even though there are many people who are
analytical, and whose job it is to review data and draw conclusions, they are sometimes
prone to discarding a conclusion on the grounds that it would take them into "uncharted
territory". This is perhaps because "the bigger the lie, the more the people will believe it" (a
saying attributed to both Adolf Hitler and Joesef Goebbels). I would argue that this idea can
be extended  few would believe that seemingly decent, honest people are actually engaged
in an ongoing and often subtle effort to keep the cover up of 9/11 in place. The reason for this
is that 9/11 is a "nexus point" not just because of its political ramifications, but also its
technological ones.

Having written a series of these articles, I am conscious that some people may think adding
another one to the series may be “overdoing it”. However, weighed against that, when there
appears to be an ongoing effort to discredit serious research, or misdirect the focus of
attention from the core of this same research. Please forgive me for my attempts in trying to
accurately document what I consider to be the hardertoperceive aspects of the 9/11 and
free energy cover up. As ever, in all of these matters, the reader is advised to “keep their wits
about them”and watch out for misdirection, subtle false statements or points where a
mixture or true information and false information may be being mixed together –both in what
is written here, and elsewhere.

Asking the Big Questions  Managing Perception

Once it is realised that advanced technology  almost unknown in the "white world" of military
hardware  was used on 9/11, people will begin to ask questions such as "Who has access to
this technology? Where did it come from? What it is capable of?"

One way to prevent or slow down the questioning process is to keep people in a state of
confusion, doubt and/pr fear. If a person is in one of these states, it reduces the likelihood of
them taking some kind of positive or effective action to change the status quo. Deliberately
creating these states of doubt, fear and uncertainty could therefore be seen as a specific
strategy for maintaining the cover up of 9/11 (and other crimes against humanity).
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To: alw@peaceinspace.com, peace@peaceinspace.org, webre@shaw.ca,

"Dr. Judy Wood" <lisajudy@nctv.com>, bob.bobnichols@gmail.com

Dear Judy  Because I believe your information presented at Madison is one of the most
important ones ever presented on 911, I have made every attempt to widely circulate
awareness about your information. I don't need to steal anyone else's information, this is
something quite different, it's actually a strategy to get your information out. I am aware of
extensive harrassment and bashing that you have been subjected to, and I know all about it
because it happens to me all the time, especially on the HAARP interviews I have already
done prior to the one you are writing about.

I have done a previous interview on "HAARP and 911" with Alfred on another station in
November, fully acknowledging your information and contribution. As soon as I mentioned
your name in the interview as the starting point for my comments  the electricity was cut off
in my house and the phone line went dead. Any time your name is mentioned in interviews,
the same thing happens. The host for the program I mentioned is "Sofia" on Republic Radio,
and she also turned on me and started viciously attacking after I made her shut up while I
presented the information without interrupting me in a second interview because the first one
was disrupted by turning off my electricity in the middle of the interview. She also tried to ask
a series of distracting and disinfo questions which would have blocked my presentation on
the air of the 911 evidence that HAARP and/or beam weapons were used.

My presentation is quite different from yours, because you have never suggested that
HAARP or beam weapons were used at the WTC as far as I know. I have never heard any of
your other presentations or seen your copyrighted material so I am unaware that you tied 911
to HAARP if you did in previous material.

Did you contribute a chapter to Jim Fetzers 911 book he is putting together from our
conference?

I think you like me are being heavily censored everywhere. The other HAARP interviews I
have done are broadly dispersed across the internet, and there is a great deal of interest in
them. I do not copyright my material because I want people to use it and write about it so that
the correct information gets to the public. I give it to the public as a public service.

Leuren
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Hutchison effect  he merely agreed that Ace Baker appeared to have reproduced videos
which look similar (but not the same) as some of those of John Hutchison.

When I spoke with Dr Wood on GCN's "Dynamic Duo" show, she said of her own research

"It's so easily distorted and it seems that various folks try to take ownership of my
research to distort it – the meaning of it – and where it’s going. You know, on
various forums they refer to ‘Fetzer and Wood’s research’and I don’t know how
Fetzer has anything to do with my research.”

Further, Dr Wood commented that there were instances where

“Fetzer has been invited to present my work but then it’s not presented quite right
 he refers to lasers masers and plasmoids.”

Fetzer responded to this on the 31st, during the first segment in which he read out a
statement including the following:

I completely reject the idea that I am taking credit for her work or "not getting it
right".

(The statement Fetzer read out was sent to us earlier in an email).

Dr Wood did not suggest Fetzer was taking credit for her work –she said that it seemed like
he was trying to “take ownership”of it. Also, to introduce lasers, masers or plasmoids is
completely unnecessary  as there is no clear evidence which Dr. Wood has catalogued
which directly implicates them. Further, her newer research makes an extremely robust case
that Hutchison Effectlike technology was involved –and Fetzer already knew of this, but did
not mention it in his statement.

Further, he said:

After having spent so much of my time and reputation in the defense of Judy's
work, it is more than disappointing to have her make these malicious attacks on
meespecially after going out of my way to have Andrew interview her to make
sure her latest work was reported.

No malicious attacks were made on Fetzer –Dr Wood merely stated she was not happy with
the way he had interpreted certain things, introduced redundant and or confusing terminology
and included these in presentations he had made.

Fetzer then pointed how frequently Dr Wood had been on the Dynamic Duo, and of course, it
is true that she was the most regular guest of all. One of the reasons that she appeared so
frequently was because she is the person who had done the most original research. Also, by
letting Fetzer discuss it, one side effect is that he appears to support it – and, indeed, this
seemed to be true, right up to the point where she posted her Hutchison Effect Study, which
soon resulted in her standing being threatened by Fetzer.

mailto:lisajudy@nctv.com
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impulse was to weaponize it. Is this so hard to understand? Like splitting atoms to
create destruction was so hard to understand in 1945?”

She then “breaks into”the quote saying:

And so now Alfred instead of the Manhattan project, we have the HAARP project
which is a new and improved model which makes it possible to carry out
electromagnetic warfare –geomagnetic warfare.

Moret then continues with the quote thus:

Of course this new "invention" came when the United States ruled supreme. A
weapon system of vast new power comes on line [Moret says “on time”] and we
didn't have an enemy worthy of it, so naturally, we use it on ourselves, wag the
dog.”

At 60:19 Webre states:

Just in these last couple of minutes, could you summarise why it is that it’s taken
now almost 8 to 9 years for the information to come out that HAARP was used at
9/11.

Moret reads a quote from Richard Cooke regarding the control of world affairs by bankers

As the 20th century advanced, the financier elite became heavily involved in
getting rich off world war and the manufacture of the new weapons of mass
destruction that modern technology made possible. Warfare and weaponry,
combined with control of credit manufactured through the leveraging of industrial
production, were to be the primary means of putting nations and their populations
into debt.

Then Moret simply adds:

That’s exactly what’s happening to us now and they’ve used HAARP to carry out
9/11

Webre responds with “exactly”. Then he ends the broadcast saying

You can go to www.peaceinspace.org to listen to this program and the audio
archives of all the programmes. There will be there as well a complete outline with
references… listed throughout this programme.
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Fetzer then repeats how Dr Wood has attacked him – and Ace Baker, which is not, true.
Rather, Dr Wood has pointed out, as I have, how Ace Baker put out false information –
stating he had reproduced the Hutchison Effect, when in actuality he hadn’t –instead, he had
made a fake video. This is not an attack –it is pointing out what Ace actually himself admitted
doing! Similarly, Dr. Wood had pointed out that Jim Fetzer had repeatedly used inappropriate
terms to describe what she had said – i.e. the use of Lasers, Masers and Plasmoids – and
that Fetzer seemed to be “steering”the discussion of Dr Woods research – rather than
“stealing it”. Note she did not say Fetzer had “stolen”it –this seems to be another instance of
Fetzer using subtle changes in language to misrepresent what was said and what actually
happened. That is, the word “stolen” is a very emotive term, whereas “trying to take
ownership”is rather different –and more appropriate to what seems to have taken place.

Fetzer then says:

These are problems with Judy and her failure –her unwillingness to communicate
with me places the onus of responsibility on her shoulders, not on ours.

So, again we see Fetzer deliberately painting Dr Wood in a bad light – is he carrying out his
threat? Is he making her reputation “unsalvageable”? To me, this is exactly what he is doing,
but he uses some careful spin and subtle misrepresentation of what has actually been said
and done. The result is that the main focus is shifted away from the study of 9/11 evidence
and onto a character analysis of Dr Wood.

I would say to Jim Fetzer: “What about the presence of the Hurricane on 9/11, Jim? What
about it’s path? What about the magnetometer data, Jim? What about the upside down cars,
Jim? What about all the other correspondence of Hutchison Effect evidence and WTC
Evidence? If Dr Wood did come on your programme, would you be as silent as you were on
28th Feb 2008 on this evidence?”

Ace Baker Hates Dr. Judy Wood

In the broadcast Fetzer brings up the issue of Ace Baker’s hate mail and says:

… you literally used the word hate [laughs], so I guess there’s one definition by
which that would fall under that heading…

Also in this extraordinary broadcast, Ace Baker states of Dr Wood that of :

She’s working real hard to destroy the case for molten metal… and err… hand in
hand with Steven Jones –I think that was really their assignment –the two of ‘em
together –I would point out that Judy and Morgan were extremely viscous in their
attacks on Steven Jones –and rightly so.

This is very peculiar –Ace presents no evidence to back up these very serious allegations –
neither does he state whether he thinks there was indeed Molten Metal or whether there
wasn’t. He thinks attacks are justified and he has now gone on record to state that he hates
both Steven Jones and Dr Judy Wood. So, what about his ideas about what actually caused
the destruction of the WTC? Is he going to take any time to talk about these?
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Moret then makes some comments on Cahill’s dust study and includes reference to the same
paragraph posted on a page of Dr. Wood’s Erin Series . She then lists more of the evidence
compiled by Dr. Wood without crediting Dr. Wood.

Note: HAARP isn’t a beam weapon – it’s a phased array of antennae! It is unclear if it has a
weapons application. No contribution from Webre.

Sofia closes saying

Some day I will do another show discussing all that I have accumulated in my
research and how it fits with some of what Leuren said and how it may not fit with
other parts of that…

Webre and Moret on CoOp Radio, November 10th or 17th 2008

Moret speaks continuously for over 15 minutes about “whodunnit”and references an article
by General Ivashov  “International terrorism does not exist”(I agree with the thrust of this)

At 20:52 Webre states:

I think we should shift over to the issue of how HAARP was involved in 9/11
because I think that is the new information and also it’s the information that very
powerful forces have desperately been trying to keep from public view.

Moret responds:

That’s for sure. That’s for sure.

She continues:

I am a Geoscientist so I am approaching the World Trade Centre event from an
interdisciplinary scientific background…

The Chambers English Dictionary (1996, CDROM edition) defines Geoscience as:

any of the scientific disciplines, such as geology or geomorphology, which deal
with the earth, or all of these collectively.

However, no one makes it clear what Moret’s area of expertise is, but Wikipedia states:

She earned her Bachelor of Science in Geology at University of California, Davis
in 1968, and her Master of Arts in Near Eastern Studies from University of
California, Berkeley in 1978.
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Muddling the Evidence
As if confirming the above concerns about use of redundant or confusing terminology, Fetzer
himself, in a later broadcast on the Dynamic Duo on 05 Aug 2008, said

“Now there’s another group, championed by Judy Wood, who has been promoting
the research that suggests it was some kind of directed energy weapon. Now
Judy is so tentative about how it was actually done – that’s about as far as she
goes in describing it. I for specificity add that it could have been lasers, masers
maybe plasmoids –something very sophisticated was going on here.”

Again, Fetzer failed to mention the Hutchison Effect related evidence and research that Dr
Wood had posted. In the same broadcast, he then went on to say:

"Judy is now suggesting the source of energy  this is my interpretation of her 
what she is talking about  there was a hurricane off the coast of New York that
was never reported to the American People on 9/11. This is bizarre. A hurricane
could theoretically be used as a source of energy that might have been expended
in the demolition of the twin towers if you could figure out how to transform it in a
constructive, directed fashion".

On the surface, this might sound correct, but sadly it isn't  Dr Wood did not say the Hurricane
was a "source of energy" nor that "the energy was transformed". Dr Wood's study is about
field effects which is a different idea  and it ties in exactly with John Hutchison field effect
experiments. Indeed, Dr Wood entitled the new study “9/11 Weather Anomalies and Field
Effects”. Fetzer omits these ideas and clearly stated connections. So, I would therefore point
out that Fetzer who, on the one hand claims he is "clever" because he has a 35year
academic career to prove this, on the other hand claims he is not clever enough to correctly
pick out and focus on details like those I just highlighted here. In other words, he is muddling
the evidence. I conclude, therefore, he is therefore helping to generate engineered ignorance.

In his Aug 05 2008 broadcast, he had plenty of opportunity to comment on any of the data or
topics we covered in our broadcast  but instead chose to talk about infighting in the 9/11
truth community then he talked about Barrack Obama for a bit  all over the map... (Also, he
didn't even mention the name of the Hurricane.) Just after the segment referenced above, he
gives Dr Wood some more "positive strokes", then says "go and buy the Madison DVD"
(which, if you haven't seen it, is quite a confusing mixture of 14 hours of material).

Fetzer Discusses 9/11 on the 7th Anniversary

On the 7th Anniversary, Jim Fetzer appeared on Richard Syrett CFRB (Toronto) talk show to
discuss 9/11 research developments. Richard Syrett’s (RS) first question to Fetzer was:

RS: Here we are 7 years on –any new information that has … say… come down
the pipe in the last … um… 6 months, a year…

JF: Well, I think there’s quite a bit including that David Ray Griffin continues to
publish new books –he has one called 9/11 contradictions…
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So now, I think that we’re in an era of reframing it [9/11] and so that’s why I think
it’s necessary to really highlight it in terms of HAARP, in terms of the spacebased
weapon of mass destruction and really focus on HAARP and on banning HAARP
as the principal weapon of the conspiracy, because as long as HAARP continues
they’ll have the human mind… they can make jelly and mincemeat and carry out
all of their plans to compromise elections to make governments jelly…

Webre clearly thinks HAARP is a formidable weapon. Sofia does not really pick up on any of
the statements Webre makes nor does she ask him to substantiate them with evidence or
clarification.

Expansions 21st November 2008

After the first 40 minutes, Webre links HAARP to 9/11 again and asks Leuren Moret:

She has prepared an extensive outline that goes into detail on the specific
application of HAARP at the World Trade Centre and shows that the footprint of
the event that occurred at the World Trade Centre – as a matter of science …
corresponds to an electromagnetic event not to an explosive event

Alfred Webre does not reference Moret’s previous inclusion of “Micronukes”in this part of the
description. Sofia then says

I know that certain listeners are interested to hear how HAARP was the agent of
destruction at the World Trade Centre because I received some emails this week
–so that’ll be good…

At about 44:20 Moret says

I really appreciate Alfred and you discussing the energy issue – the
electromagnetic issue. We can call it the energy budget and that is the very key to
understanding what happened at the World Trade Centre on 9/11. There are
many aspects of the energy budget that can be looked at and each of them gives
us more information or clues about what really happened.

Moret references the Seismic data from 9/11 and how it does not show the sort of signal
expected by the 2 buildings coming down. She references the kinetic energy that would have
been liberated as the building came down and states at 44:39:

It’s nowhere on the seismic record… . Where did all that energy disappear to?

This represents a subtle change to the question “Where did the building go?”i.e. Moret
references the expected energy of impact of the material before referencing what happened
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masers and plasmoids" is what Dr Wood said  and it isn't what she said. If a PhD physicist
said "Thermite brought down the towers", should we assume he is correct?

Fetzer has created the perception that he is acting as a "host" and main supporter for Dr
Wood's research and therefore he can justifiably claim to be some kind of "spokesperson" for
her  even though he would likely never claim he is such a spokesperson. This is all very
subtle psychology and difficult to see if you don't look hard. Knowing more details helps 
such as the fact that Fetzer has not offered any financial support for Dr Wood's research (I
could go into more details here, but I don't think it is appropriate at this time).

Later, he complemented me on the article I wrote about Ace Baker and the Hutchison effect
and he invited me onto his programme to discuss the Hutchison effect. I refused  citing the
above message as one reason. He didn't apologise  he called me a child again (this is
discussed in “Ace in the Hole Part III”). He then wrote to Dr Reynolds and Jerry Leaphart and
tried to persuade them to go on instead (they both refused).

A Magnanimous Act

By the "generous act" of letting me host with Dr. Wood on GCN, Fetzer can be perceived as
perhaps being magnanimous and therefore Dr. Wood and I “look bad”or ungrateful for
criticising him or not thanking him. (The GCN audience is small, so it doesn't matter a great
deal if information gets out. With someone like Ambrose Lane on the Power XM Channel, he
had a much, much larger audience  which was, I would say, why Dr Wood and myself never
got onto the air.) I would suggest that this is a very subtle manipulation psychology. As
another example, he complemented me on my hosting (which I think was arguably better on
the second show than on the first)  why did he complement me then, when he had:

(a) previously called me a child and
(b) said in an email:

I am sorry, Andrew, but your standards of credibility and mine simply do not
coincide. I suppose that having a Ph.D. in the history and the philosophy of
science and having devoted my professional life to logic, critical thinking, and
scientific reasoning have given me a different perspective than your own.

To me, this "flip flop" behaviour doesn't make any sense. I have never been rude to Jim
Fetzer, nor have I insulted him. I have, of course, been very critical of him and I think I have
shown strong evidence that he is following some kind of agenda (there are those who
disagree) –and I certainly don’t have proof that he is, indeed, following an agenda.

Look into my Eyes! Look into my Eyes! (Not around the eyes… )

I recently described Fetzer's MO (“mode of operation”or “modus operandi”) thus. (It may
sound a bit harsh, but I think this is accurate.)

1) He gets puffed up with academic credentials (but ignores these when it suits him  we
do not know if Ace Baker has a science degree, for example).

2) He is very articulate, a good orator (listen to the Syrett broadcast to see how rapidly,
fluently and succinctly he can deliver information). He is clearly a competent writer.
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appear to have her own Website (unlike Dr. Judy Wood) and therefore I am not sure where
she has “shown of instances where HAARP has been used in environmental warfare”

Also listen for the unusual reference to the Alfred P Murrah (APM) Building being destroyed
by HAARP. At 63:25, Moret states

“There are indications that HAARPtype space weapons were used at the Murrah
Building in Okalahoma City.”

It is worth noting that HAARP is not a space weapon –it is a groundbased array in Alaska –
but Moret is not given a chance to clarify or correct this statement –

Webre asks

If scalar energy weapons were used there, how would one know whether it was
HAARP or not?

Moret responds

Well if… the particle size and the energy budget is the whole key to
understanding what technology was used to destroy a building.

Webre says

Right, exactly. What other candidates would you have in mind, other than HAARP
that would’ve been used at the Alfred P Murrah Building?

Moret then states that because of radioactive isotope traces at both the WTC and the APM
building, she considers that mininukes could have been used and states that high levels of
Uranium were found at the WTC site, but does not reference any specific data sources.

I have previously posted an email exchange I had with another proponent of the WTC mini
nuke theory, and the same arguments and rebuttals apply to Moret’s suggestion here.

Sofia then brings up (at approx 66:00) the subject of the Minesota Bridge collapse and Webre
comments that it happened on the eve of the Madison Conference and that he had seen it
from the air.

Moret then states 67:32:

Judy Wood went up and looked at that bridge during the conference and she
came back and reported to us at the conference that it was not a natural or a
normal bridge collapse –she said it was taken down in sections.

Interestingly, starting around 69:50 Webre states that one of his classmates at Yale was John
Ashcroft whom he met in Washington DC following an appearance Webre made at the X
Conference. Webre stated that he had a conversation with Ashcroft (whom, according to
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Judy, Morgan, Jerry,
Listening to Judy and Andrew tonight was rather painful. Judy made several misleading

statements. Obviously, if her research is being described as "Fetzer/Wood" it is because I
have been her champion since November 2006, when we had (what I believe to have been)
the first of our interviews. It was during this discussion that she suggested the source of
energy could have been in space. S he was already using the phrase "beam weapon" on
her web site, which I knew was going to generate problems of the "space beam" and "death
ray" kind, but she told me she thought it was appropriate and kept the phrase.

In addition, I have never been invited to present her research, so I have no idea where she
got that. I do of course discuss her work, since I could not make a competent presentation on
the World Trade Center with out doing so. But my presentations are of my views on these
matters, including differentiating between con ventional methods (dynamite,
thermite/thermate, etc.) and unconventional (mininukes, lasers, masers, plas moids, etc.). I
even have a slide that shows all of the possibilities. There is no intimation that Judy has
endorsed one or another of these possibilities but only that her work tends to disprove that
conventional methods were enough to bring about the devastation. I mention them to lend
some specificity to the discussion.

At the very end of our conference, a participant with a Ph.D. in theoretical physics reported
that, after hear ing Judy's presentation, she was convinced that masers were involved. I am
unable to discriminate between the alternatives but only indicate that the mechanism seems
to lie in this direction, which Judy and others continue to investigate. I completely reject the
idea that I am taking credit for her work or "not getting it right". I will create an opportunity to
set the record straight on these points. After having spent so much of my time and reputation
in the defense of Judy's work, it is more than disappointing to have her make these malicious
attacks on meespecially after going out of my way to have Andrew interview her to make
sure her latest work was reported.

We have a practical problem regarding the book. I spent a lot of time and money setting up
the conference and all that. It was with the understanding that we were doing a conference
together, that a DVD would be produced from it, and that we would jointly produce a book. I
need to know that each of you intends to contribute your chapter, as we have all understood
would be the case. I do not expect to be stiffed by Judy for reasons that have scant or no
basis in reality. If she has some other grudge of which I am unaware, she should share it.
She has been uncommunicative with me for some time now, which I view as highly
unprofessional. I need to know from all three of you that you are going to fulfill your
commitments to this project and enable me to complete this new book.

Jim

P.S. You can easily confirm my depiction of my talks by reviewing one or more of them on
YouTube. I would be glad to send copies of my PowerPoint slides, too, including the one that
outlines the full range of alternative possible explanations. I discuss Judy's work but I do not
misrepresent it and I certainly do not take any credit for it. If anyone else has done more to
make her work a household word, I would like to know. I am not happy about this, but I can
manage to deal with it as long as it does not interfere with the book.
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“… advanced technologies which have been developed at taxpayer expense
which are for weapons applications, which could as easily be applied to new
energy applications that would be to the benefit of the biosphere.”

At the 48:00 mark, Sofia restates her interest in the “energy budget”, but also does not bring
up the Hutchison Effect – which I had advised her about in emails sent in August 2008,
which she had acknowledged receipt of. LM then discusses with Sofia the ideas of “Pancake
Collapse”and Controlled Demolition and the associated energy budget –but neither of them
brings up the relationship to the Hutchison Effect. LM mentions how Dr. Wood’s presentation
used various photographs to demonstrate there “was no collapse”of the WTC towers – but
she incorrectly states the buildings “went up in smoke”.

Sofia then asks (51:34) if there is

“any allowance for chemical explosives… RDX, thermite assisted… ?”

Moret states

“there was physical chemical evidence that thermite was present, but when you
see Judy Wood’s presentation – the colour of the smoke was altered in photos to
… and people were conditioned to keep repeating thermite but she said the
buildings were vaporised from the top down”.

Sadly, Moret misquotes and muddles Dr. Wood’s presentation –in which Dr. Wood notes the
colouration of the smoke, but does not state that its colour was altered, nor does she state
that the building was “vaporised”.

Sofia mentions how Thermite was introduced into 9/11 research by Steven E Jones, but then
Moret asks Alfred Webre into the conversation “because now we’re going into HAARP and
molecular dissociation and the energy budget”. Webre then states he wants Moret to finish
her presentation before he comments. He states that he thought the discussion had got
caught up in “the semantics”.

Moret then states it was the intelligence agencies from the USA, UK and Israel that carried
out 9/11.

55:39 AW … just run through 5 minutes why you think HAARP was the instrument that
caused the molecular dissociation and the controlled … disappearance of the
World Trade Centre.

LM Well, it was really Judy Wood’s presentation which had the physical evidence
and the photos which are not available –they haven’t been …

AW Without… without referring to Judy Wood –in your own words –why do you
think HAARP caused it?

LM There were some… first of all where was that building rubble that should’ve
been 35 stories high? Those were 500,000 ton buildings – that just basically
went up in smoke… they just disappeared. And I know as a Geoscientist that a
tremendous amount of energy was needed to basically vaporise or dustify those
buildings and I observed in Livermore, as a Livermore staff Scientist  in the
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In writing these articles, I will frequently mention the concept of “Free Energy”–which means
being able to extract useful energy from the environment, or from within materials themselves
– without “burning”in either a chemical or nuclear sense. Nikola Tesla called it “radiant
energy”(as he proposed it was present everywhere – as sunlight is on a clear day). Others
call it “vacuum energy”or “zero point energy”or even, perhaps, “orgone energy”. Mainstream
science usually states that “zero point energy”cannot be “extracted”and made to do useful
work because that would violate certain laws of physics. Experimental evidence does call this
conclusion into question, however.

Having written these articles, I conclude some of the people involved seem to have had 3
main objectives:

1) To try to tarnish or discredit the reputation of Dr. Judy Wood, as a means of drawing
attention away from the evidence she has discussed in her comprehensive pictorial
studies posted at http://www.drjudywood.com/

2) To prevent people from making the connection between 9/11 and Free Energy
technology and the use of weather control technology on that same day.

3) To play down or ignore Dr. Wood’s Qui Tam case against NIST’s contractors, some of
whom (SAIC, ARA and Boeing) just happen to be involved in directed energy weapons
research, assembly or manufacture.

For example, on the 7th Anniversary of 9/11, Jim Fetzer appeared on the Richard Syrett
CFRB (Toronto) talk radio show to discuss 9/11 research developments.

Fetzer mentioned none of the profound studies mentioned above, preferring instead to
mention a new book by David Ray Griffin.

However, despite efforts to obfuscate, discredit and muddle up discussion of 9/11, Hurricane
Erin and the Hutchison Effect, more people are still becoming aware that this information is
“out there”, not least because of Dr. Wood’s appearance on several regular and reasonably
well known noninternet radio programmes such as those of Rollye James and Richard
Syrett. It is worth noting that Dr. Wood appeared on the Richard Syrett Show one week after
Jim Fetzer –and at that time, Richard Syrett seemed particularly surprised to learn from Dr.
Wood of the proximity of Hurricane Erin to NYC on 9/11.

The New Chapter

So, let us now turn to what seems to be a “new chapter”in this “ongoing saga”of the
marginalisation of what, it can be strongly argued, is the most important and comprehensive
9/11 research that has been made public. The latest tactic seems to be to blame HAARP for
the destruction of the World Trade Centre Complex and simply pretend that Dr. Judy Wood –
and half of the research she has completed  does not exist. As you will see from the media
linked above, this tactic seems to have “come into play”sometime between August 2007 and
November 2008, although further evidence narrows this period to between April and
November 2008.

At this point, it should be noted that in the Press Release I posted to introduce Dr. Wood’s
Hurricane Erin Study and her associated presentations, I specifically stated:
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can flow in and do whatever… energy is required to cause these effects, like
taking bars and twisting them into knots. It’s a key, using very little energy –a key
to open up a sort of gateway, where this energy can come in – in time and space
–to wherever it’s needed.”

So the energy issue has been discussed with and presented before Webre and he has
acknowledged the significance of John Hutchison’s findings.

Dr. Wood discusses the apparent temperature drop in some instances – where people
described the WTC cloud as slightly cooler than the ambient temperature (rarely do they
describe it as “burning hot”) and John Hutchison confirms that in some cases, his own metal
samples appear to be cool, immediately following one of his experiments. Webre
acknowledges this aspect is “fascinating”.

He does mention the legal challenge to NIST

Around the 41:50 mark, Webre says

“It seems to me that you now have documentation that you could put together in
papers that would be published by… accepted journals such as the IEEE. I mean,
you’re dealing with comparisons between laboratory effects and field effects.”

(Dr. Wood then alludes to the time it takes to compose such papers and Webre seems to
acknowledge this.)

At 43:00 Webre says

“It seems to me that in this paper you achieve a new threshold and that is to have
what we could almost call a laboratory control”.

Dr. Wood adds “proof of concept”and Webre repeats this phrase. Webre acknowledges that
this brings in a “whole new standard of expression”to the audiences for this material. He
describes types of audiences such as a public audience, a judicial audience, a legislative
audience, a research audience. And then he says, perhaps lightheartedly, “Gee, when are
you guys going to make your first TV documentary?”.

Around 44:25, Dr. Wood suggests “an amazing technology was used [on 9/11]”and Webre
says “yes”. Webre also appears to agree when Dr. Wood suggests that the technology could
be used for good things –he says that her suggestion is a “very profound statement”. Webre
then suggests (around 45:30) that behind the black budget projects there are these
“advanced technologies which have been developed at taxpayer expense which are for
weapons applications, which could as easily be applied to new energy applications that would
be to the benefit of the biosphere.” He says “whatever technology did this should be
disclosed”. John Hutchison also expresses his wish for the technology to be disclosed and
that his method of doing this is to appear in TV documentaries about the subject.

Later at around 53:40, Dr. Wood revisits the issue of “weird fires”, but Webre makes no
comments in this segment.
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either the Hutchison Effect nor had she considered the role of field effects associated with
Hurricane Erin, which was present over the Atlantic ocean, closest to NYC on 9/11/01.

During his Madison presentation, Alfred Webre discusses the problems we, as people,
currently have and possible ways we can solve them. In relation to environmental problems,
he said:

3. Shift to new breakthrough energy technologies  moving beyond petroleum and nuclear
which are the principal tools of the war crimes organisation  to breakthrough fuelless non
polluting zero point energy technologies that are now sequestered in the National Security
State.

We shall see the relevance of his statement later in the article.

From Exposure to Coverup, From Clarity to “Muddleup”

I opened this article with two media clips, the second being recorded approximately 15
months after the first. Why did Alfred Webre “champion”the name of Dr. Judy Wood in
August 2007, then instruct that it not to be mentioned in November 2008? What had changed
in that intervening period? My conclusion is that it is to do with the association of Free Energy
technology and the events of 9/11.

14th Feb 2008 / April 2008

On 14th Feb 2008, Alfred Webre, at his own home, interviewed Dr. Judy Wood and John
Hutchison to discuss the relationship between their respective research. The interview
included a discussion of specific physical evidence relating to 9/11 –it was over 1 hour long,
although Dr. Wood and John Hutchison spent a little longer speaking with Alfred Webre.

Links to the audios of the interviews were not, however, posted until Monday April 21,
2008 on Alfred Webre’s Exopolitics blog.

In the interview, Alfred Webre introduces Dr. Wood and John Hutchison as “two very
distinguished guests”and then reads out basic biographical information. He said that they
“will discuss that photographic and video evidence suggests that the world trade centre
towers were destroyed using directed energy weapons.”He then reads segments from the
Press Release about Dr. Wood’s Hutchison Effect/911 study, which I posted on 30th Jan
2008. Webre reads these statements

“In early January 2008, Dr. Judy Wood posted a new study on her website
(www.drjudywood.com), which relates effects seen in photographs taken before, during and
after the destruction of the WTC tower[s]”

However, Webre omits, at that point the words, “to effects seen in John Hutchison’s ongoing
experiments,”as it clearly states in the press release.

He repeats that he had the pleasure of attending Dr. Judy Wood’s Madison presentation in
August 2007 and he described it as “like attending a college seminar because [Dr. Wood is]
indeed a university professor”.

http://www.drjudywood.com
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Alfred Webre  Madison Aug 05 2007

Alfred Webre talks about the “Alien Invasion False flag”. He mentions the role of the City of
London and other entities, as well as the “depopulation agenda”. He mentions Dr. Wood’s
presentation regarding Directed Energy Weapons at least 3 times.

The depopulation matrix is designed to be activated by a 911 style falseflag
state terror attack against a major urban centre in the US. Possibly using nuclear,
biological weapons or advanced exotic weapons such as directed energy
weapons –which I think Dr. Wood has done a magnificent job of… really holding
her space and… [applause] … bringing us to this.

… we’ve had the terror attack in New York using, most plausibly, directed energy
weapons of some sort. OK? We’ve had the Hurricane Katrina false flag operation
using most plausibly directed energy weapons or HAARP to teleguide the
Hurricane right into New Orleans…

“First of all I’d like to congratulate again Dr. Judy Wood because I think she’s
proved, prima facia, that 9/11 by itself tonight was a crime against humanity
through the use of an advanced exotic weapon. OK?”

He references Minneapolis bridge being taken down with a Directed Energy Weapon. Webre
refers to and demonstrates understanding of various laws relating to constitution.

He asks the question “How do we get out of this mess?”and says, as part of his answer:

3. Shift to new breakthrough energy technologies  moving beyond petroleum and
nuclear which are the principal tools of the war crimes organisation  to
breakthrough fuelless nonpolluting zero point energy technologies that are now
sequestered in the National Security State.

He refers to space based weapons and talks about War Crimes tribunal.

“I believe that Dr. Judy Wood and the evidence she presented here will be a
worthy witness at a citizens’ international war crimes tribunal – so this is going
forward.”

He mentions of calling for a Truth amnesty process when he was to speak at the X
Conference in Washington DC on 14th Sept 2007.

Leuren Moret Speaks in the Q & A After Webre’s Talk

Leuren Moret recounts the experience of witness the laser demonstration.

“I was an Amber beam 25 feet across going straight up into the sky and I said
“what is that”and [the student] said “oh they’re making a star”with a laser beam –
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AW … just run through 5 minutes why you think HAARP was the instrument that
caused the molecular dissociation and the controlled … disappearance of
the World Trade Centre.

LM Well, it was really Judy Wood’s presentation which had the physical
evidence and the photos which are not available –they haven’t been …

AW Without… without referring to Judy Wood – in your own words –why do
you think HAARP caused it?

Leuren Moret is introduced as a Geoscientist and she states she once worked at Lawrence
Livermore Laboratories (though it is not made clear what her duties there were). Alfred Webre
is introduced as an “international lawyer”. (It can be noted therefore, that neither speaker
shares technical qualifications equivalent to those of Dr. Judy Wood).

At 43:40, she describes the Aug 2007 Madison Conference as “the most important 9/11
Conference that has happened”. At 44:40, she then describes the 13+ hour DVD as being
available and notes that

“Judy Wood’s presentation is the key to understanding how they carried out the
destruction of the World Trade Centre Buildings.”

Leuren Moret then goes on to say:

“It involves Science – it involves the energy budget required to basically
powder[ise] those buildings – huge buildings and the energy required to cause
molecular dissociation of steel beams and concrete… ”

Sofia then asks Leuren Moret to explain the term “energy budget”and asks

“how much energy does it take?”

to which LM responds (45:50)

“Well, huge amounts of energy – much more than chemical explosives would
release.”

She then states that the buildings “turn to dust”–“going up in smoke”and she describes they
were “basically being vaporised”. She states

“this requires very sophisticated beam weapons –huge amounts of energy.”

At this point, even though Webre had already discussed aspects of the energy question and
9/11 with Dr. Wood and John Hutchison some 9 months earlier, he does not mention any of
this. It is worth remembering that at the time, he seemed very interested:
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6. In this matter, people that should “know better”have gone beyond any reasonable
point where one might consider they just “disagree”with Dr. Judy Wood or “do not
understand”what she has “put on the table”.

So, how will the “average person”know how to discern which Scientist is being truthful? How
will they discern which scientist is discussing the most powerful and most complete set of
evidence and drawing the most accurate conclusions?

To reemphasise, I conclude that all the evidence documented above strongly suggests or
even proves that there is a wish to cover up knowledge of Hurricane Erin’s presence on 9/11
and its likely role in the field matrix which was in place in NYC on that day. I also, therefore,
additionally conclude these things:

7. Advanced Directed Energy Weapon technology was used on 9/11 to destroy most of
the WTC complex – as Dr. Wood has been saying since September 2006 (when her
“beam weapon”study was first posted).

8. This technology exploits “free energy”in a way similar to that discovered by John
Hutchison –as Dr. Wood has been saying since about January 2008.

More importantly, what will you conclude?
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• Why does Sofia not comment on the interaction between Alfred Webre and Leuren
Moret and why does she not ask why Dr. Judy Wood “should not be mentioned” when
Sofia knows fullwell that this is all a discussion of the evidence collected by Dr. Wood
herself.

• Why has Moret only now started to say that HAARP was responsible for the
destruction of the WTC on 9/11? Not only did she see Dr. Wood’s Madison
presentation over 1 year earlier, she said she worked at Livermore Labs in the 1990’s
and knew that HAARP was developed there. Why wasn’t she talking about HAARP
and 9/11 months or even years ago?

• Leuren Moret seems to mix up laser technology and HAARP. She says that she
witnessed a demonstration of the Shiva laser – but she does not describe any links at
all between this project and HAARP. Indeed, lasers and HAARP are totally different
systems and technologies –HAARP uses an array of antennae which generate Radio
Frequency emissions whereas LASERs use a crystal or other source of radiation and
generate a coherent, focused emission of energy. Is Leuren Moret confused about this,
or is she trying to confuse the audience?

• Why doesn’t Webre mention any aspects of his discussion with Dr. Judy Wood and
John Hutchison from the February 2008 interview? This is especially curious in view of
the fact that he suggested during the interview then that they submit papers to the
IEEE about their research. In February 2008, he also made comments relating
specifically to weaponised free energy technology.

• If Moret is sure that HAARP destroyed the WTC, then why, approximately 66 minutes
into the broadcast (linked above) does she state that she considers that mininukes
could have been used (because of radioactive isotope traces found at the WTC site)?
Why bring this up? (We now have the suggestion of Lasers, HAARP and Micronukes in
this one broadcast.)

• If Moret is sure that HAARP destroyed the WTC, why didn’t she propose some action
in relation to this conclusion or “proof”? For example, Dr. Wood has compiled her
evidence into a Qui Tam case against NIST’s contractors. All speakers were aware of
this too –why didn’t they discuss it, or some alternative action?

November 17th 2008, CoOp Radio Broadcast with Alfred Webre

The date listed above is probably correct, though I could not establish with certainty whether
this broadcast took place on the 10th or 17th of November. This programme contains a very
similar discussion to that given on Sofia’s “Expansion”programme on the 14th of November,
though there are some differences. One of the key ones is at 52:57, when Moret says:

You [Alfred Webre] were there with me at this conference in Wisconsin… just a
day or two after the Minneapolis Bridge Collapse and some of the speakers went
up to investigate the Minneapolis Bridge Collapse during the conference and they
reported that there were similarities between that bridge collapse and events at
the WTC or should I say evidence left at the World Trade Centre. For instance
one of the engineers reported that looking at the Minneapolis Bridge Collapse,
it was a collapse that had never been reported or seen before and this engineer
said that every bridge segment failed at exactly the same moment.
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evidence. Some will say “oh – it’s just a disagreement over evidence and they’re entitled to
their own opinion and conclusion”– each person is, of course, free for themselves to have
this view if they wish, but the catalogue of evidence I have presented here forces me to
vehemently disagree with such a view.

Sofia’s failure to mention Dr. Wood’s work –when she has been advised about the Hutchison
Effect and Hurricane Erin studies also tells me something. (Sofia also herself interviewed Dr.
Wood on 10th March 2007. If you listen to the Dr. Wood/Sofia interview, they did, indeed,
discuss things like the WTC dust, and the lack of material, the problems with the molten metal
stories, straight vertical holes in the buildings and the street.) Sofia has also seen Dr. Wood’s
Madison August 2007 presentation –which contains all the evidence that Leuren Moret went
through. Why then, in the interview with Moret and Webre, did not Sofia (or Webre) comment
at all about this? Was it simply that she was afraid of “creating conflict”with her guests? In
view of the fact that Leuren Moret was happy to mention Dr. Judy Wood’s name on the 14th

and did not do so on the 21st, this explanation does not seem satisfactory. Therefore, is Sofia
a willing participant in the “muddle up”? Or did she just “not notice”what was going on in her
radio broadcasts?

Dr. Judy Wood Emails Alfred Webre and Leuren Moret

In an attempt to determine why Leuren Moret did not make sufficient attribution to Dr. Wood
at the appropriate points, Dr. Wood emailed her and she further requested that specific
attribution be made to her research in the future. Leuren Moret responded saying:

I believe your information presented at Madison is one of the most important ones
ever presented on 9/11, I have made every attempt to widely circulate awareness
about your information. I don't need to steal anyone else's information, this is
something quite different, it's actually a strategy to get your information out.

Moret added:

As soon as I mentioned your name in the interview as the starting point for my
comments  the electricity was cut off in my house and the phone line went dead.
Any time your name is mentioned in interviews, the same thing happens.

As you will hear if you listen to the interview, and can see from the transcribed segments, on
the 14th of November RBN broadcast, the phone interview continued even after Leuren Moret
had mentioned Dr. Wood’s name several times.

Remembering the Goal

Let’s remember the goal of studies like Dr. Wood’s – it’s to establish what happened by
examining the most evidence and then tying the explanation to known phenomena. Point for
point, Dr. Wood’s studies and general conclusions explain the evidence more completely
than any other study that is publicly available. Is Sofia relying on popularity rather than the
best match of evidence to explanations? Or should we all simply “vote for truth”on these
issues (as so many people seem to be doing)?
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On November 21st 2008, Alfred Webre and Leuren Moret again appeared on Sofia
Smallstorm’s “Expansion”programme on RBN (Internet). The first 40 minutes, or so, of the
programme is taken up with a discussion about the nature of the soul and aspects of how it is
different to the physical body  and how parts of it may be electromagnetic in nature. Whilst
this area is very interesting, and some of what Alfred Webre says I would agree with, this is
an extremely speculative area and not one I wish to associate in any direct way with the study
of 9/11 and the very important evidence compiled by Dr. Judy Wood over the last few years.

At 40:06 Webre then mentions HAARP again and links HAARP to 9/11. He introduces Leuren
Moret (who has not yet joined the discussion) thus:

She has prepared an extensive outline that goes into detail on the specific
application of HAARP at the World Trade Centre and shows that the footprint of
the event that occurred at the World Trade Centre – as a matter of science …
corresponds to an electromagnetic event not to an explosive event

Alfred Webre does not reference Moret’s previous inclusion of “Micronukes”in this part of the
description, nor the “Laser demonstration”Moret said that she witnessed at Livermore Labs.

Sofia then says:

I know that certain listeners are interested to hear how HAARP was the agent of
destruction at the World Trade Centre because I received some emails this week
–so that’ll be good…

At about 44:20 Moret says:

I really appreciate Alfred and you discussing the energy issue – the
electromagnetic issue. We can call it the energy budget and that is the very key to
understanding what happened at the World Trade Centre on 9/11. There are
many aspects of the energy budget that can be looked at and each of them gives
us more information or clues about what really happened.

Two large problems soon become apparent in the ensuing presentation (almost a monologue
by Leuren Moret). The first is that Leuren Moret uses no science or analysis to directly or
even indirectly link the points of evidence she discusses to any of the disclosed or suspected
capabilities of the HAARP array.

The second problem is that the detailed catalogue of evidence she recounts is, without
exception, the list compiled by Dr. Judy Wood, one to two years before the airdate of this
broadcast. It is referenced without any mention of Dr. Wood’s name, website, or any of the
additional studies she has compiled which have built on this evidence. To me, the strategy
being employed here entirely fits with the concept of (a) muddling the evidence (b) attempting
to “take ownership”of the research of Dr. Judy Wood and link it to something which it does
not “fit”–at all.


